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Abstract 

With the popularity of the Internet, online shopping has become more and more popular 
with the public because of its convenience and speed. People's shopping methods are 
increasingly inclined to mobile smart terminals. Due to the advantages of small 
programs that do not need to be downloaded and installed, occupy less resources, and 
are convenient to run, the use of small programs to develop online shopping malls can 
better meet users' shopping needs. The shopping cart is an important module of the 
online shopping mall. In the WeChat applet, data cache and cloud database can be used 
to store shopping cart data. This article explains the advantages and disadvantages of 
the two storage methods by comparing the use of the two storage methods. 
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1. Introduction 

The shopping cart function refers to the online purchase function applied to the online store. You can 

temporarily put the selected products into the shopping cart, delete or change the purchase quantity, 

and make a payment for multiple products. It is a kind of quick shopping in the online store. tool. [1] 

The data storage method of the shopping cart directly affects the performance and user experience of 

the shopping cart. Using cloud databases and data caches to store shopping cart data has different 

advantages and disadvantages. 

Developers can use the database (cloud database for short), storage and cloud functions in the "cloud 

development" environment. The database is used to store the information submitted by the user, and 

the data is stored in the form of a collection in the JSON data format. Store documents, pictures, audio 

and video files submitted by users. [6] The cache of dynamic pages generally adopts three types of 

caching schemes: (1) The technology of changing dynamic pages to static pages. (2) Use the open 

source caching API to cache intermediate objects in the request processing process. (3) Design a 

caching strategy to cache objects in the database, that is, the cache is a partial mapping of the database. 

[8] 

2. Scheme realization and comparison 

2.1 Use local cache 

The WeChat applet data cache API is used to process data cache information, which can cache data 

locally, obtain local cache data, remove cache data, and clean cache data. Each WeChat applet can 

have its own local cache. For the same WeChat user, the maximum data length allowed for a single 

key of the same small program storage is 1MB, and the upper limit of all data storage is 10MB. 

Storage is isolated in the user dimension. User A cannot read user B's data on the same device. If the 

data cache is used to store shopping cart data, the advantages are convenient and quick operation and 
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short response time for changing data. The disadvantage is that it cannot be stored persistently. If the 

user's storage space is insufficient, the applet will automatically clear the local cache of the applet 

that has not been used the most recently. 

operating Asynchronous method Synchronization method 

insert wx.setStorage wx.setStorageSync 

read wx.getStorage wx.getStorageSync 

delete wx.removeStorage wx.removeStorageSync 

clear wx.clearStorage wx.clearStorageSync 

getStorage information wx.getStorageInfo wx.getStorageInfoSync 

2.2 Use cloud database 

A cloud database is a database configured on a virtual computer, which has the advantages of high 

reliability, low cost, and easy deployment by developers. The cloud database of the WeChat applet is 

a JSON database, and each record in the database is an object in JSON format. Display data 

relationships through collections, records, and fields, corresponding to tables, rows, and columns of 

relational databases. A database can have multiple collections. The collection can be regarded as a 

JSON array. Each object in the array is a record, and the format of the record is a JSON object. 

The use of basic resources such as cloud storage, cloud databases, and cloud functions is free, but 

there are quota restrictions. Mini Program • Cloud Development provides 2 GB of database storage 

space and 5 GB of file storage space for free, which can basically meet the needs of users. If the initial 

quota of basic resources cannot meet the needs of the application, users can apply for quota 

adjustment for free. [3] 

Mini Programs can only modify the data created by themselves due to permission restrictions, which 

will bring some inconvenience to data operations, and the Mini Program can only obtain up to 20 

records each time when reading data, which also has certain limitations. Therefore, cloud functions 

are usually used to manipulate the database. 

2.2.1 Cloud database operation 

Here is an example of a simple general cloud function operating database 
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Similarly, similar operations such as delete, update, and get can be performed. 

Comparison 

 

 

Table 1 Update data using cloud database 

Storage method Cloud database Data cache 

Persistent storage yes no 

Response time long short 

Data manipulation complicated simple 

 

As shown in Figure 1, when using cloud database to update data, the response time is long, the 

efficiency is low, and the user experience is not good. Using data caching can effectively save 

resources, improve stability, reduce the number of database visits, and reduce the burden on the 

database. Improve the service capability of the database. As far as the shopping cart function is 

concerned, its data is not important data that must be stored for a long time, so using data cache 

storage is a better choice than cloud databases. 
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3. Conclusion 

The use of data caching in WeChat applets to store shopping cart data has the advantages of short 

response time and easy operation, but it cannot be stored persistently. Using cloud database storage 

can be persistent storage, but the long response time affects the user's shopping experience. Therefore, 

in the development of WeChat applets, the important and infrequent future development and 

popularization of 5G technology should be greatly accelerated. The network data transmission rate 

will be greatly accelerated. By then, the use of cloud databases to store shopping cart data can 

overcome current shortcomings and achieve persistent storage. 
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